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Introduction| Reynold Guitar Co.

The objective of this Corporate Brand Manual is 
to provide standards of usage for the Reynold 
Corporate Logo.

A corporate logo symbolizes a company’s 
strength, confidence, promise of quality and 
competence. Proper treatment of a corporate 
logo ensures that it will be recognized amid 
communications clutter.

Graphic standards are a visual expression of 
our Company, and serve as the foundation 
for our overall communications strategy. A 
well-managed Graphic Standards program 
provides a consistent message and image. It 
is extremely important that these standards be 
followed precisely to maintain the uniformity 
of presentation necessary for successful 
promotional and sales efforts. Do not deviate, 
under any conditions, from the standards set 
forth in this Guide.

This Guide outlines the core elements of logo 
usage and how to apply them to printed 
and promotional materials. Possession of this 
Graphic Standards Style Guide does not relieve 
the holder from the responsibility of obtaining 
corporate approval. Items of any kind that bear 
a Reynold logo may not be produced prior to 
approval by the Creative Services Department.
There are no exceptions to this procedure.

Please contact the Creative Services 
Department if you have questions about the 
policies or standards in this manual.

Introduction & 
General Standards
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NEVER remove any element form the original logo 
artwork (e.g., register mark, etc.).

NEVER distort the logo (i.e., never condense or ex-
tend the logo, or make it bolder or thinner).
Logo MUST remain proportionate to the original 
artwork at all times.

NEVER modify any of the letter forms.

NEVER reproduce the logo in an unauthorized color 
or on a background color that is not an authorized 
color. 

NEVER use the logo in conjunction with any other 
logo unless approved by Creative Services.

NEVER use the logo as headline type.

NEVER surround the logo with another shape that 
could form a different mark.

NEVER rotate the logo on the horizontal. Logo must 
be angled as designed. No other rotation of the angle 
of the logo will be acceptable. Refer to page 4 on 
size and space requirements for visual representation.

NEVER alter the proportion between the logo and any 
associated typography.

The Reynold corporate logo guidelines apply whether 
the logo is reproduced in color, reversed to white or 
in black only. In addition, the relative size proportions 
and positioning of these logo elements must always 
remain constant. Never attempt to recreate this logo.

Logo Guidelines
Logo

Guidelines
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Size & Space
The Reynold logo should never 
be reproduced in a size smaller 
than 3/4" in horizontal length. 
Exceptions must be approved by 
the Creative Services Department. 

For maximum impact and clarity, 
an area of clear space must be 
maintained around the Reynold 
logo. This clear space provides a 
protective area surrounding the 
logo within which no other graphic 
elements such as typography, 
pictures, art or borders may 
intrude, unless specified otherwise.
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 1.5y 1y9.5x 1x

These are the relative dimentions for 
the button and label tab, defined 
in reference to the specific size and 
space specified on page 4

The Label preserves the boldness 
of the Fender brand by consistently 
showcasing the Reynold logo within 
Reynold black. This tab, treated as 
the logo for most communications, 
allows our brand and our products 
to be both independent and 
collected. All under the mark of this 
one tab.

When the tab is reduced, there 
becomes a point where it is ine 
ective. By establishing a minimum 
size, we ensure that the Tab is 
always readable and prominent.
The Tab should never be 
reproduced smaller than 1 inch 
across.

1”

The Label
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Colour 
Specifications

Reynold Soft Black
R: 51 G: 51 B: 51
#333333

Reynold Soft White
R:242 G:242 B:242
#F2F2F2

Reynold Tan Wood
R:199 G:178 B:153
#C7B299

Reynold Soft Grey
R:153G:153 B:153
#999999

These are the Reynold approved 
colour specifications. All 
backgrounds, logo colours, type, 
and associated settings should 
consist of these colours.

The Reynold color palette consists 
of primarily of Soft Black and 
Soft White with the option of 
Soft Grey and Tan Wood to 
be used as background fill or 
special applications for emphasis. 
Specifications for how to combine 
these colours can be seen to the 
right on page 7, along with non-
permissable variants struck through 
with a red line. These examples are 
not representative of the Reynold 
corporate brand.

All text must be in either Soft Black 
or Soft White (except in the case 
of Business cards where Soft Grey 
may be used for emphasis of job 
title and name)

Use of patterened backgrounds 
are also specified to the right, but 
should usually be accompanied by 
an appropriately coloured label 
(usually Soft White logo on Soft 
Black logo) positioned at the top of 
the image (either in the centre or 
left or right at a specified offset).
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Standard Colour 
Usage
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Engravings & 
Exceptions

A key part of the Reynold brand is 
the reclaimed wood we use for our 
guitars. For this reason we inscribe our 
corporate marque into, not only the 
headstocks, the bodies of our semi-
hollow reclaimed wood range.

Engraved versions of the corporate 
mark are acceptable as an exception 
of the colour specifications and safe 
surrounding space of the corporate 
marque.

These engravings are to be placed on 
the headstock, beneath the bridge on 
the body of the guitars and on guitar 
cases. The following pages show 
examples of these placements on the 
CE24 and Vela Reynold guitar models.

Peroba Rosa, typically used as siding, 
was selected for the top wood. The 
density of this wood combined with the 
semi-hollow body construction gives 
the Reclaimed Limited CE 24 Semi-
Hollow a unique sound that is punchy 
but also warm and full. Brauna Preto, 
typically used as the supporting posts 
of these old buildings, is used for the 
fretboards due to its tight-grain and 
sustain. These guitars are finished in 
Natural satin nitro. Any nail holes and 
any wear or discoloration have been 
left in the top wood to showcase its 
history. By leaving the Peroba in its 
most “original” form, every instrument 
is rendered unique with each top 
boasting its own character.
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Reynold
CE24
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This reclaimed wood, which is 
native to southeastern Brazil’s 
Atlantic Forest, is typically more 
than 100 years old.  PRS Guitars 
Senior Wood Manager, Michael 
Reid, sourced these woods from old 
buildings, noting that their density, 
unique aesthetic, and history would 
lend them to guitar making.

The Reynold Vela is made from 
reclaimed Peroba Rosa wood native 
to Brazilian Rainforests and is about 
100 years old! The wood was 
sourced from old buildings where 
PRS looked into their density and 
unique looks before choosing the 
timber for guitars.

Peroba Rosa is a rare wood to 
use for the top of these guitars 
(The back is the familiar Reynold 
Mahogany) and is amazingly 
resonant and warm. Along with the 
semi-hollow F-hole you’re left with a 
guitar that looks amazing, but has a 
unique tone to any other Vela’s on 
the market.

Reclaimed
Wood
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Reynold
Vela
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NEVER rotate, warp or stretch the 
corporate marque.

NEVER use drop shadow, 
unauthorised gradient background, 
colours, attempt to recreate the 
Reynold logo with inappropriate 
graphics or fonts, or poorly size 
background in relation to the logo

Non-Permissable 
Variants

eynold

eynold
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Corporate Typefaces

Baskerville Bold Italic (-50 kerning)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Futura Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Futura Condensed ExtraBold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Type is an important element in 
consistent brand identity.

The typefaces shown to the right 
are the only acceptable typefaces 
for use in producing Reynold 
corporate print materials. The 
following general guidelines should 
be applied when producing Gibson 
corporate print materials:

Body Text should be set in Futura 
Medium in no larger than 18 points 
and never smaller than 7 points. 
Posters, displays, exhibits or other 
large-scale materials may use larger 
point sizes as approved by the 
Creative Services Department.

The Futura Condensed ExtraBold 
typeface is used to show emphasis 
on special or important information 
within body copy. 

Baskerville Bold Italic is to be used 
for all headlines and subheads in 
printed material. Futura Medium 
and Futura Condensed ExtraBold 
are to be used a alternative 
subhead typeface but never used as 
a headline typeface.
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Stationary:
Stationery is a major means of public 
and personal communication between a 
company and its many audiences. These 
are the specifications and visual guides 
for constructing artwork for the Reynold 
corporate stationeries.

All corporate stationary must consist of:

- An appropriate image banner. 
Covering the top 5cm of letterheads, 
3.33cm for compliment slips, and (x)cm 
from the side on business cards.

- The Reynold label.
Placed central on letterheads and 
compliment slips overlapping the banner 
with a 2:3 ratio.
The label should overlap half the edge of 

- Brand appropriate typography.
Large print on compliment slips and 
business cards should be Baskerville Bold 
Italic. 
All other print should be 12pt Futura 
medium.

- Reynold colour specific backgrounds and 
type colour. Only primary and secondary 
colours should be used (see page 6).

- A 1cm high black strip placed 10cm 
from the bottom of all Letterheads and 
compliment slips (1cm for busiless cards).

- Reynold Guitar Co. Ltd. in small print 
Baskerville Bold Italic under the black strip, 
center aligned.
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Letterheads, Business 
Cards & Compliment 
Slips
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Brochure & 
Leaflet Designs
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All leaflets and brochures must 
consist of: 

A full size central image.

The Reynold label logo placed 
10cm from the left.

A 1cm white strip (#F2F2F2) 
placed 10cm from the bottom, 
ending 10cm from the left.

Left alligned title (Baskerville) 
and subtitle (Futura) on a black 
(#33333) label starting 20cm from 
the right.

Leaflets
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Product
Application

It is preferred that merchandise 
requires Reynold branded tags 
and they utilize either a 2” square 
hangtag or 2x3” label tag as a 
continuation of the tab logo.

The hang tag may be adapted 
using Reynold approved colour 
combinations to better suit the 
required item but the size is 
required to keep a 1:1 ratio at a 
minimum of 1”.

The Tab preserves the boldness of 
the Reynold brand by consistently 
showcasing the corporate marque 
within Reynold approved colours.

This tab, treated as the logo for
all communications, allows our 
brand and our products to be both 
independent and collected. All 
under the mark of this one tab.
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Guitar Cases

Black guitar hardcases are 
permitted to use the engraved 
Reynold logo
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T-Shirt Designs

All Reynold T-Shirt designs must 
have the full Reynold corporate 
marque across the chest.

T-Shirts are available in all 4 
corporate colours: 
(Reynold Soft Black, Reynold Soft 
White, Reynold Soft Grey, Reynold 
Tan Wood).

T-Shirts must only comprise of 
colour appropriate logos as 
specified on page 7.
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Colour Examples
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Reynold Retailers

Any guitar shop stocking Reynold 
brand guitars or Reynold brand 
merchandise have the option of 
either a black or white illuminated 
sign to hang outside of a store 
front.
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Reynold Retailers
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